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This document serves as a summary of the strategy for LundaEkonomerna
2018-01-30 to 2020-12-31. The focus areas presented are the main areas for the
overall strategy and should be complemented with sub areas and other strategic goals
created by the current board. A full presentation of the strategy shall always be
accessible at Podio or the internal storage system used by LundaEkonomerna.

Why a strategy?
LundaEkonomerna consists of a broad and ambitious group of people who wants to
contribute to and develop the organization during their short time in Lund. In order to
maximise the probability of these people achieving their goals there has been
something missing. We already have a very attractive brand, plenty of resources and
a lot of guiding documents but often a lack pronounced long term consensus around
what the union should strive to achieve. Therefore, we need an official long term
strategy to ensure continuity in the decisions taken and the work done by our union. It
also serves as way of concretize what the focus and core of the union actually should
be.
It is therefore the ambition that the strategy should work as a foundation and guide for
decisions throughout the organisation, helping the members of the union to reach a
long term consensus. The strategy is also supposed to work as base for the action
plan set up by each board and collegium. The action plan consist of short term goals
and objectives undertaken by the board and collegium to achieve the long term goals
of the strategy.

Foundations of the strategy
The strategy should be founded on the statue, purpose and the fundamental values of
the student union, as well as how well the union is achieving those at the moment. As
of january 2018 we have concluded the following:
The main objective of LundaEkonomerna is to ensure the quality of the education at
LUSEM. At the moment this is done very well, both LUSEMs bachelor and master
program are among the most sought for in Sweden and our alumni´s are highly
attractive in the industry.
As a union LundaEkonomerna is an important factor in achieving this. The school
acknowledge the fact that applications are high as a direct consequence of the work
we do and we are more or less responsible for all interactions that students at LUSEM
have with the industry. So by creating a good social and study environment for our
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members and enabling them to interact with different industry actors we are today
contributing to the great repetition of LUSEM.
Moreover, we already have in place a well functioning process for student issues and
are constantly fighting for the rights of the individual student. By doing this we also
contribute to the amendment of the education at LUSEM. As a result, we can be proud
about the achievements of the organisation and should strive to continue the great
work.
However, we have identified some problems with the current state of the union. The
great work that is now being done is not done so without any cost. We are
experiencing more and more people inside our organisation that suffers from the work
they put down for the union, either in form of worsening study results and/or high
stress levels.We have active members in the union struggling with failed exams as a
result from the heavy workload. We have also seen how the high workload of
especially our collegial positions has resulted in a decrease in interest for some
positions.
Consequently a change has to be made in order for the union to be able to continuing
the great work it is currently doing. Involvement in the union should never negatively
affect members school results, it should not be a stress moment and the workload of
the positions in the union has to be perceived as manageable.
Another problematic issues that has been a topic inside the union for a long time is
that the active population is far to homogeneous and that the activities performed by
the union does not target all the students in LUSEM. This is something that should be
addressed in order to ensure the future development, diversity and success of the
union.
Time span of the strategy
As said this is only the current status of the union and the status analysis should be
redone continuously ensuring that the strategy does not become antiquated. However,
since the whole idea of the strategy is to create some overall long term goals for the
union we think that the strategy should not be revised more often than every third
year. The time span is set so that the revision is still done fairly often but is long
enough to ensure some long term considerations.
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Focus Areas
From the scenario describe in the status analysis we have created two main focus
areas of the strategy for the upcoming three years. These focus areas are the very
foundation of the strategy and hence is what we want the union to work with in a long
term perspective.
The two focus areas can be seen as one internal and one external area. In order to
deal with the current issues of stress(etc) we internally need to make sure that the
work done by our active members are both sustainable and stimulating, therefore the
first focus area is called;
Sustainable and Stimulating Way-of-working

In addition to this we want to continue to produce a lot of high quality output for all our
members, so that we do not lose applications, both to the union and the school, as
well as not losing any reputation inside the industry. This is our external work and the
focus area is called;
Output rendering in employability and a stimulating study social environment for all
members

As said these two areas are supposed to be the very backbone of the strategy and
from these different goals and a action plan will be derived. Below follows a more
thorough description of the two, the derivation, long term goals and what we strive to
achieve with them.

#1 Sustainable and Stimulating way of working
As said, LUSEM is a high profiled school with both Bachelor and Master Programs
among the most popular ones in Sweden. Over 90% of the students at LUSEM are
members of LundaEkonomerna and many of them are active members within our
committees and projects. As a result of our work and the strong position within the
student population of LUSEM we influence the quality of life for our students and
therefore creates an even stronger brand for LUSEM. This strong brand creates high
application rates which renders LUSEM with a student population of high achieving
and ambitious students who also have high expectations on the union.
In order to face these ambitious students the union wants to be a learning
organization where students are given the opportunity to test themselves outside of
their comfort zone. Additionally, the work of our active members has to be stimulating
and the common feeling should be that you get out more than you put in.
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However, It is also important that this is made with the wellbeing of our active
members in focus. Our active members union-work combined with school work needs
to manageable in order for students not to suffer negative consequences. If this is not
achieved application numbers and engagement in the union will sooner or later
decrease, rendering the current workload of the union unsustainable.
In order to turn this around and achieve a sustainable way of working we have
decided to set some measurements for when the work inside the union can be
perceived as sustainable.
-


-


Working hours
o Measured by a standardized weekly report for the board and the
collegium. C
 onsidered sustainable when the board works maximum
50/25 hours and collegials 15 hours in average in 2020
Impact on study results
o Measured in the yearly member survey and in the weekly reports
from the collegium. C
 onsidered sustainable when 0 % of students
working for the union suffers negative impact on their studies due to
union work in 2020.

#2 Output rendering in employability and a stimulating study
social environment for all members
As concluded, LUSEM is considered to have one of the best educations in Sweden
and the University is also ranked among the best in the World. With our educational,
career and social work we contribute to the quality of the school and the employability
of our students.
With our educational work, we influence the quality of the education and thus creating
a better school and a better reputation for our members inside the industry. With our
collaboration with the industry we create platforms for interaction between our
students and different actors inside the business community. Finally, our social events
make sure that our members have a social context during their studies and to improve
their network, enhancing both their studies and future employment possibilities.
Additionally, by creating a social context and an including environment for our
members we make sure to keep the number of applicants high and the opportunities
for our members at a maximum.
It is therefore important that we continue this great work and thus continuing to create
output that results in employability for all of our members. As a result we need to
make sure to keep up the high standard of educational, career and study social
activities that we provide, so that the students of LUSEM continue to be among the
best in Sweden.
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This is done by ensuring that our events are targeting the whole student population of
the union. By making sure that student issues are reported and dealt with accordingly
and by keeping our close connection towards the industry. In order to measure the
degree to which we accomplish this three measurements has been established;
-

-
-

Number of unique participants at our events during a year
o Measured with the help of data from our events once per semester:
Considered achieved when we have 100 % of our members as
participants at at least one event per semester in 2020.
Student issues reported
o Measured with data in Podio:
Considered achieved when 200 issues are reported yearly in 2020.
Returning student issues
o Measured with data in Podio
Considered achieved when 0 % of the reported issues return in 2020.


Implementation
As said a long term goal is set in connection to each measurement and the idea is
also that a short term goal shall be decided together with the action plan of every
Board and attached in a separate document. The goals should be developed with the
result of the previous years in mind and the should also go hand in hand with the long
term goals. Together they form a basis for the boards action plan and what they are
trying to achieve during their year.
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